The Post-conflict New Europe
Needless to say the European project is based on the continuation of a anglosaxon
tradition departing exclusively from the enlightenment. In this respect I find it hopeless
for the European societies at large to allow the birth of much needed regenerative
creatures such as, for instance, genuine works of art that could retain such power to go
beyond the imposed dogmas.
Yes, the European union has begun with the wrong foot, too much seeking after ideals
rather than concretely operating to enhance and marry the micro cultures within it. In a
few decades I only felt that European societies got standardized almost in order to
accept unanimously the global gentrified market together with a wave of non-European
ethnicities. As a result the European folk as such has become fully invertebrate, too
much aimed at building a societies of semi-intellectuals without actual skills.
Europe is making a lot of CO2 free smoke and not substantial meat is left. Europe can be
wiped out in an instant and it will be wiped out and only then it will be able to regrow,
perhaps hopefully united, finally getting rid of all the arbitrary borders now subdiving it,
perhaps getting rid of the geopolitical situation within it seeing the north getting far
more rich an arrogant then a drowning south.
In a few sentences I have expressed not so much a discontent but the calm view I have
formed living ubiquitously the whole Europe for years, being myself an ancient
European, both Roman and Germanic and yet now without a credo, neither then a
political belonging nor a religious one. I maintain myself a Stoic as Stoicism is the
philosophy growing as a reaction to an increasing Epicurean imperialism that cannot but
end in a total catastrophe. Said that, I should be preparing the light for the new Europe.
How am I preparing for the new, post collapse Europe? Stoically I am doing so only
partially through writing and reflecting but mostly through my own actions. I am
growing three different kids, three bastards meaning three humans resulting from a
mixture of European races and languages. As Moses' mother I am growing them and yet
one day they will be given in the hands of what remains of the European empire, mainly
in the model driving countries to the north.
Secondly I am preparing a new ground south, right at the epicenter of the populist
uprise I am creating a black hole so black that folk will suddenly be able to see
themselves reflected naked in it. They will be suddenly unmasked of the social media
make-up they became so vane for. All this transmigration at the edge of legality is my
contribution to Europe, to a new Europe, to a Europe who will have to give up looking
exclusively at itself as an economic entity but will for once have to depart from a true

solidarity, the kind of solidarity one finds in a nation only after a major conflict.
Needless to say this conflict is coming and my kids, so distributed across the continent
will experience in first person and yet, thanks to all the transmigration they themselves
will be subjected to, they will not fall for the simple traps of prejudices placing the fake
members of fake nations one against the other. If religions and then nations were the
opium of the people now is most definitively the various frameworks they partake to.
These include both the older frameworks as well as new ones so the situation is far
more complex yet any of these frameworks is to be considered a form of drug to avoid
but the very framework we are able to devise ourselves as that is pure virtue.
I came to conclude that any framework (religious, political but also social media related
etc.) is a form of fanaticism. Education itself is the very medium preparing a creature to
be settled within a framework. I believe then that old, Stoic like form of education
should be initiated to inspire pupils to develop autonomous frameworks and thus really
to develop a full comprehension of life and human nature and thus to be in fact most
opt to govern honestly without any blinding framework governing their choices,
eventually in the wrong direction. Self virtue thus should come first if we wish an
Aurelio, a Benjamin or a Gandhi as governors.

